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Introduction

The United States (US) health care delivery system, which is under intense scrutiny,
12
requires fundamental changes in order to improve patient safety. • Advances in health care such

as advanced diagnostic equipment, robotics, and other technology have transformed the
1
provision of care; however, it is unclear whether the quality of care has improved. It has been

questioned as to whether clinicians in the US provide a high quality of care, are able to deliver it
consistently, in a standardized manner. and have incorporated evidence based research in the
2
delivery of medical care. Too much variation in the health care service delivery has contributed

to rising health care costs, and attempts to constrain the increase have been largely unsuccessful
despite implementation of various strategies.• Federal agencies and health insurers have
implemented mechanisms that included capitation, utilization review, case management, pre3
authorization, and limiting panel sizes. These strategies have been largely directed at physicians

who are considered the major decision makers regarding health care and health care delivery.

3

At the same time that cost containment strategies were being implemented, the Agency
for Health Care Research and Quality (AHRQ) encouraged health care organizations to
4
incorporate quality improvement to improve health care. Deming's PDSA cycle of Plan, Do,

Study, Act, and Wagner's Chronic Care Model were recommended by the Institute of Health
56
Care Improvement (IHI) to accelerate changes in health care delivery systems. • Contributing

to the national discussion, The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) considered clinician
reporting and value based purchasing initiatives as a way of rewarding clinical performance, but
7

did not change policy.
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Under the guise of quality improvement, other mechanisms surfaced to help change
8
process and outcome health care measures. Audit and feedback, academic detailing, opinion

leaders, performance feedback, physician reminder systems, clinical decision support aids,
incorporation of medical guidelines into protocols, and computerized physician order sets have
been used to drive physician behavior change.
In 2001, The Institute of Medicine (I OM) published "Crossing the Quality Chasm: A
9
New Health System for the 2t" Century". This report cited deficiencies in the health care

delivery system and called for improvement in six dimensions of health care performance. This
and subsequent 10M reports highlighted patient safety as a critical element of health care.

9

They identified six dimensions of patient safety, which became the main indices for quality
improvement initiatives. CMS eventually created the Physician Quality Reporting System, thee. prescribing Incentive Program, and the electronic health record (EHR) Incentive Program for
Medicare and Medicaid, all of which are types of mechanisms that support the 10M
recommendations to achieve patient safety goals.

10

Health care organizations began to evaluate

more aggressively how quality improvement strategies could improve their health outcome
measures in response to the external pressure of public reporting of quality measures and
predicted cuts in reimbursement tied to quality measures.
Concurrent review may be seen as a relatively new quality improvement strategy or an
improvement over an existing quality improvement strategy, but research is scant. This strategy
incorporates several key elements of performance feedback, which may be broadly defined as
sharing non-judgmental information to professionals regarding discrepancies between their
11
actual performance and standards of care. The distinction between concurrent review and
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performance feedback is the timing of information provided. Concurrent review incorporates the
provision of medical information regarding a provider's performance during the patient' s
hospitalization, so that the plan of care is altered. This study evaluated concurrent review by
examining the impact on stroke measures and whether physician and nurse practice patterns in
managing stroke patients were altered.
Literature Review
Literature for the time period of 1995-2011 was searched in the electronic databases of
CINAHL and Medline (Pub Med) using the key words real time feedback, performance
feedback, concurrent review, audit and feedback, utilization review, case management, trigger
tools, and stroke measures. A total of 48 articles were selected that identified how quality
improvement strategies influence physician practice patterns and in what ways clinical and
quality measures were impacted. With the exception of one case study, no articles regarding
concurrent review were identified. Therefore, the related topics of audit and feedback and
performance feedback were selected because of the common characteristics that define these
strategies and that are shared with concurrent review.
Audit and Feedback
Audit and feedback, considered a quality improvement strategy, have been used to alter
physician practice patterns involving utilization, laboratory practices, prescribing patterns, or
patient outcomes, such as blood pressure, glycemic control, or lipid panel management.

12 13
•

Feedback is defined as non-judgmental sharing of information regarding discrepancies between
actual performance and medical standards of care. It is based upon a belief that physicians might
modify their practice behaviors if the feedback given on their clinical performance were
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compared with peers' performance and with an accepted set of set of standards. 12•13 Although
audit and feedback are widely used as a continuous quality improvement mechanism to improve
process and outcome health measures, uncertainty about the effectiveness and the specific
characteristics that lead to improvement remains. 14

Summary of Meta-Analyses
Several meta-analyses regarding audit and feedback have been conducted to demonstrate
how physician practices are impacted after implementation of this intervention. Physicians are
mandated by the American Medical Association to participate in life long, self directed learning
that involve CME educational activity. In a systematic review 15 that included 20 comparisons
between self-assessment and external assessment about physician practices regarding utilization
of resources or prescribing practices. the majority showed little, no, or an inverse relationship
between CME education and changes in practice. Another systematic review 13 was conducted to
evaluate the effectiveness of educational interventional strategies on physician behaviors
including such activities as CME activities, outreach visits, academic detailing, use of opinion
leaders to deliver performance information, audit and feedback, and personal reminders. Ninetynine trials with 160 interventions were evaluated. In findings relevant to this study, ten positive
outcomes and 14 negative outcomes were identified related to audit and feedback. Outcomes
were more consistently effective when the intervention was feedback in the form of chart review.
A meta-analysis 13 was conducted to evaluate the effect of audit and feedback on
healthcare professional practices and patient outcomes. A Cochrane review examined 70 studies
and 108 comparisons that identified audit and feedback as a core component and evaluated
effects on professional practice. The exploratory analyses examined the likelihood that audit and
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feedback would improve professional practice target behaviors such as prescribing patterns,
laboratory utilization, and diabetes or cardiovascular disease management. Estimated effects
across inpatient (RD = 7.7%) and outpatient settings (RD = 7.1%). were very similar. When
targeted behavior was added to the meta-regression model, the model was statistically significant
(p< 0.0001). No significant differences in effectiveness of various feedback mechanisms,
including delivered by mai I. voice, or in person were detected. As in an earlier review 16 of audit
and feedback, baseline performance was inversely associated with the effectiveness of audit and
feedback. The meta-regression provided indirect evidence that audit and feedback may be most
effective when performance is low from the beginning; the originator of the feedback is the
supervisor or a colleague; the feedback is repeated at least monthly; and the message contains
specific targets or benchmarks. The authors concluded that audit and feedback led to small yet
important improvement in the health practices, and that providers will alter their practice when
the performance feedback is consistent with the standard of care.
Information feedback may be defined as reporting on past patient care activities to
influence future clinical decisions. Feedback, designed to build consensus among physicians,
influences clinical decision making and autonomy. 17 A multi-level meta-analysis 17was
conducted to assess the clinical effect of a peer-comparison feedback intervention in changing
practice patterns. Twelve randomized controlled trials involving 521 physicians were included in
the analyses. The results documented a statistically significant (p<0.05) modest effect of peer
comparison feedback on utilization of various clinical procedures. The authors concluded that
there was a need for controlled clinical evaluations before physicians are required to utilize
certain management interventions.
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CME Educational Sessions
A systematic review

15

was conducted to examine the effectiveness on physician practice

performance of different strategies such as CME, audit and feedback, computerized decision
support systems, or multifaceted interventions for nurses and primary health care providers.
Eighteen studies met the inclusionary criteria and five were included in the meta-analysis.
Modest improvements were observed after the passive dissemination of information such as via
CME programs. Computerized decision support systems led to improvement regarding drug
dosing, providing preventive care, and clinical management. When two or more interventions
were conducted, such as with reminder systems and interactive educational meetings, more
improvement was observed than when single interventions were utilized. Insufficient evidence
existed to evaluate opinion leader effectiveness on clinical practice patterns.
CME programs that incorporate clinical practice guidelines may be effective in changing
provider practice. Clinical practice guidelines assist clinicians with decisions about appropriate
care for special patient circumstances; however, passive distribution of this information is less
effective. 18 One study evaluated changes in provider knowledge and practice following an
educational session on stroke guidelines.

19

Physicians stated that they knew more and scored

higher (2.62 logits or 89%) than non-physicians on an initial knowledge test (2.35 logits or 87%;
t test value of 594 = 3.27, p<O.O I). Attendance at a lecture on stroke guidelines was not
associated with an increase in knowledge or a change in physician practice. There was no change
in knowledge over time nor did doctors retain more information than non-doctors. The authors
concluded that physician behavior change is a complicated process and may be influenced by
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providing individual follow-up, allowing more time for the interaction, and assuring that a high
level of clinical evidence is provided.
One study used a unique approach for influencing physician behavior by using money as
an incentive. Money can influence physician behavior, but few trials have shown improved
performance as an outcome. 1 One study examined community physician offices and rates of
influenza immunizations when economic incentives were introduced. The median practice
improvement immunization rates were+ I0.3% higher in the economic incentive group than in
the control group+ 3.5% without economic incentives.20

Standardized Order Sets
The California Acute Stroke Pilot Registry (CASPR) 21 study examined the effect of
standardized order sets and registry monitoring on six measures of stroke care. Optimal treatment
· was defined as those who received care in five areas: VTE/DVT prophylaxis by end of hospital
day two; anti-thrombotics after hospital day two and prescribed at discharge; documentation for
tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) eligibility; statins prescribed at hospital discharge; and
counseling provided for tobacco cessation. A total of 413 ischemic stroke patients' medical
records were evaluated at six hospitals that implemented the standardized order sets. More
patients received optimal care (63%) post-intervention as compared to pre-intervention (44%).
Four of the six hospitals experienced improvement in the delivery of optimal stroke care
treatment, but the authors could not determine if the change was related to implementation of
standardized order sets.

Performance Feedback
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Performance feedback is the delivery of specific information that contains trends on
individual behavior with comparisons to peer behavior on a particular practice pattern. The
impact of direct feedback given to medical students after an intervention was compared to a
practice based learning exercise.22 Medical students (N = 280) completed a self assessment of
their own performance after they participated in a practice based learning exercise. Then, the
medical students watched a video and re-assessed their performance. Mean clinical performance
examination scores ranged from 51% to 71% of overall correct items and for each skill area. Self
assessment scores correlated weakly with student performance ratings (r = 0.01). Correlations
with feedback (r = 0.13) were weak as compared to without feedback (r = 0.20).
In a randomized control trial

23

that studied the effect of performance feedback on

tracheal suctioning knowledge, nurse retention of knowledge and skills improved when tailored
· feedback on performance was given during nurse tracheal suction as an intervention on nursing
practice. The report studied whether individualized performance feedback improved knowledge
and the clinical practice of tracheal suctioning. Ninety five healthcare professionals in two acute
care hospitals were randomly allocated to receive either individualized performance feedback or
no additional feedback after a standardized lecture and practical demonstration. Knowledge and
the clinical practice of tracheal suctioning, the.outcome measures, were assessed by self report
and structured observation. The intervention subjects who received the individualized feedback
performed better in terms of knowledge (p = 0.014) and practice (p = 0.037) at follow up. Those
who received performance feedback scored significantly higher on knowledge

(p = 0.004) and practice scores (p = 0.01) than the control group.
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9

was conducted to evaluate the effect of performance feedback on stroke care

quality, defined as adherence to stroke clinical guidelines. The stroke measures included: door to
drug administration time for tPA; aspirin within 48 hours; provision of smoking cessation
counseling; and early mobilization. Significant intervention effects were observed in stroke care
in the critical care units (OR = 2. 7: 95%; CI = 1.3-5.5; p = 0.007) and in medical surgical units
(OR = 1.5, 95% CI = 1.3-1. 7; p<O.OOO 1), but not during discharge care planning. The study did
not detect an intervention effect on quality of care in the experimental or control group hospitals.
The lack of effect could indicate that the intervention was less effective, the implementation was
incomplete, or other trends impacted the results.

24

The Capture Stroke Study

25

examined

whether feedback given on stroke measures (e.g., antiplatelets given at the end of hospital day
two or statins prescribed at patient discharge) caused a change in physician practices as observed
· through improved documentation. The differences in the adjusted means for stroke outcome
measures were not significant in the hospitals where feedback was provided as compared to the
hospitals where feedback was withheld. with the exception of lipid screening completed.
Providing a one-time only confidential feedback on quality improvement data was not ~ufficient
to stimulate a change in physician performance. The study supported the premise that providing
timely clinical information to physicians could be beneficial and might prompt clinician
improvement. The authors reported a need for studies that evaluate the effectiveness of
interventions that improve the quality of stroke care.

Concurrent Review
Concurrent monitoring and data collection provide an opportunity to impact patient care at
6

the time the care is being delivered. A case study examined two Florida hospitals that
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implemented concurrent review and evaluated the impact of the intervention on stroke
performance measures. Out of eight stroke center measures, hospitals reported performing at
100% on four of the indicators and greater than 90% on another four. The hospitals saw the most
impact as a result of concurrent monitoring versus retrospective reporting. While there may have
been other factors affecting results, the fact that several hospitals improved on stroke measures
suggested that providing feedback during the hospital stay was beneficial.
The literature supports the fact that feedback, when given frequently enough, by the right
person, with the right message, can improve health care outcome measures. 12 Concurrent review
can be viewed as an enhancement to an existing quality improvement strategy of audit and
feedback. The main difference is that the message is directed to the responsible physician or
nurse in real time while the patient is hospitalized.

Theoretical Framework
Many theories and approaches have been used to examine influencers of physician and
nurse practice performance and impact on quality of health care. Roger's Diffusion of

/nnovations,27 developed from social influence and power theories in the 1960s, was selected to
guide this research. Diffusion theory has been studied for many years in a variety of settings
because of its versatility in examining how ideas become adopted. The adoption process can be
very difficult, even when the potential user understands the benefit of the innovation. Gaps often
exist between what is known and what is put into use. Many innovations can take years from
introduction of the product to adoption into the mainstream marketplace. The major barrier to
adoption is the speed at which the innovation has been adopted or integrated.

27
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Even though an individual may not have expressed an opinion on a particular innovation,
the perception of the innovation may be inferred from his/her knowledge about the innovation or
decision to adopt and use the innovation. Rogers classified members into innovators, early
adopters, early majority, late majority, and laggards, and the degree to which an individual
adopts a new idea in relation to others determines the rate of adoption. Personal characteristics
may impact how fast an individual adopts a practice. Some individuals may choose not to stay
abreast of advances, but rather to rely on the examples set by early adopters. Opinion leaders
need to be early adopters to speed the rate of diffusion. 28
Audit and feedback help physicians self assess because they may not be aware of their
own sub-optimal performance relative to standards that they have not yet adopted. The rate of
change of adoption may quicken if clinicians know their peers' are performing at the higher
.standard, because they consider their peers to be opinion leaders. 1
Methods
Design
This study employed a retrospective, case-control, pre-post intervention and was
conducted via review of nearly 400 records covering a period of five years. Changes in stroke
measure outcomes data were compared pre-implementation and post-implement at one site; a
control site was selected as a comparison. Differences in the stroke measure outcomes over the
same time period were compared. The intervention, concurrent review, was initiated at the
intervention site in June 2008, following the hiring of a stroke coordinator. Concurrent review
was not implemented in the control site during the study period of June 2006- May 2010.
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Concurrent review was designed to provide immediate feedback to physicians, advanced
practice nurses, registered nurses, and other allied health care professionals who provided care to
stroke patients in the hospital, and to assist them with adherence to national stroke guidelines and
standards of care. The concurrent review process provided immediate feedback while the patient
is in the hospital and results could be observed by tracking stroke related quality indicators. It
was thought that through a collaborative effort, members of the clinical team would appreciate
the reminders and respond accordingly by making necessary changes to the patients' care plan.
The primary method for concurrent review became a daily examination of admitted patients with
stroke and an established plan for providing feedback to the clinicians daily on their patient care
management plans. This work was conducted by the stroke coordinator.
The independent variable, concurrent review, was controlled by measuring the effect on the
·dependent variables, selected stroke measures (Table 1).

Sites and Sample
The two hospital sites were located in Providence, Rhode Island. The intervention site
was a medium size community based teaching hospital and the control site was s a large
academic medical center. Inclusion criteria included: patients discharged with an IDC-9-CM
principal diagnosis code of ischemic stroke; age greater than 18 years; and length of stay less
than 120 days. Exclusion criteria included: less than 18 years of age; lengths of stay greater than
120 days; comfort measures upon admission or during the hospital stay; enrolled in clinical
trials; only admitted for an elective carotid intervention; discharged to another hospital; left
against medical advice; and patients who expired

Procedures
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This research project received IRB approval from the Lifespan IRB as well as the RI
College IRB. All cases that met the lCD codes for ischemic stroke for the time period of January
2005 to May 201 0 were selected. The charts were identified by using a simple random selection,
and then reviewed for inclusion and exclusion criteria. Charts representing the pre-intervention
time period (before concurrent review was implemented) were derived from eligible cases
admitted between January 2005 to May 2008 for the intervention site and control site. The postintervention time period was between June 2008 and May 2010, the time that concurrent review
was implemented at the intervention site only and charts were selected during this time period
for the intervention site and the control site. All eligible cases were assigned a number and
sample cases were randomly selected until the desired number of cases was achieved.

Measurement
A data abstraction tool was developed by the researcher after a careful review of other
standardized stroke data abstraction tools. If any data elements were not documented in relation
to the stroke measure, it was identified as a ' no ' . Other data collected included selected
demographics, insurance status, number of co-morbid conditions related to cardiovascular
diseases, and length of stay.
Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to examine the study variables. Inferential statistics
appropriate to the data examined differences between the groups on selected stroke measures.

Results
Table II describes the characteristics for the intervention site and control site. The sample
size was 174 for the intervention site and 177 for the control site (N = 351 ). Patient
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characteristics were similar between the intervention site and control site during the pre and post
intervention time periods. The mean age was 73 at the intervention site and 68 at the control site.
Illness severity, defined as number of co-morbid conditions related to cardiovascular disease,
was two for the intervention site and the control site. Both sites had nearly equal representation
by gender during the pre and post intervention time periods. Most people were insured at the
intervention and control sites during the pre and post intervention periods (1=95% pre vs. 98%
post; C=92% pre vs. 95% post). Table Ill illustrates the stroke measure results during the preintervention and post intervention period by site. The pre-intervention stroke measure data at
the intervention site and control site were very similar for: dysphagia screening (1.8 vs. 1.9);
NIHSS conducted ( 1. 7 vs. 1.8); thrombolytic therapy administration or noted as contraindicated
(2.4 vs. 2.5); statins at discharge ( 1.3 vs. 1.3). The results varied more for stroke education (1.3
· vs. 1.6) and VTE ( 1.4 vs. 1.2). though differences were still comparatively small. Significant
differences were observed post-intervention in the intervention site as compared to the control
site on eight measures, including: dysphagia screening; NIHSS completed; tPA administered;
tPA administered in three hours; contra-indications noted for tPA when not administered; statins
prescribed at discharge; stroke education given to the patient and family prior to discharge;
VTE/DVT addressed by end of hospital day two. Non-significant differences were detected for
anti-platelets prescribed at discharge, patients with atrial fibrillation and prescribed
anticoagulants, and anti-platelets administered by day two of the hospital stay.
Discussion
Though the two study sites were markedly different in terms of bed size and number of stroke
cases managed, the two study sites were strikingly similar in patient characteristics. One
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surprising finding was that the number of insured subjects was quite similar between the two
sites. Given that the control site tends to be identified as the major provider of ' free ' health care
in the state, a higher percentage of uninsured was anticipated. Statistically significant
improvement in adherence to stroke outcomes measures was realized for eight of the 11
measures at the intervention site post intervention period. The provision of clinician feedback
while patients were hospitalized impacted physician practices related to prescribing medication,
as well as nursing practice related to dysphagia screening and providing stroke education. It can
be reasonably assumed that stroke care improved at the intervention site during the post
intervention period through the consistent adherence to the stroke guidelines and the delivery of
the care by the clinician. No other significant, stroke-related practice changes were introduced
during the study period. Though further study is indicated, based on this study it can be
· suggested that concurrent review can be an effective intervention to improve stroke care
delivery. It is important to recognize that feedback is necessary, valuable, and vital to improving
clinical care.

11

Feedback when providing appropriately, and in a timely manner, can and does

impact physician practice and even more so when benchmark information is provided.

13

The

goal of providing feedback to improve quality of care, ensure the consistent delivery of care, and
adherence of clinical guidelines can be achieved.
The use of opinion leaders

14

as supported by Roger's theory

27

seemed to be an effective

component of this intervention. The stroke coordinator might be conceptualized as a change
agent, working along with opinion leaders including physicians, medical directors, physician
administrators, and nurse leaders. Opinion leaders can be very influential in shaping views and
impacting adherence to conforming to standards. It is believed that this support strengthened the
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effect of concurrent review and may have influenced the physicians and nurses to appropriately
respond to the feedback provided by the stroke coordinator. Another type of opinion leader
external to a hospital organization is The Joint Commission. This organization can and does
influence care practices with the weight of providing accreditation for health care organizations.
As with many studies, this study has several limitations. External influences may have
prompted health care organizations to improve their system of delivery regarding stroke
management. For example. during the time period of2005-2010, The Joint Commission
promoted disease speci fi c designations specific to stroke as a way for hospital organizations to
improve quality of hospital care and required measurement of key stroke measures. 29 At the
same time of the disease specialty certifications offered by TJC, the AHA/ASA published a
landmark document regarding stroke management guidelines. 30 This publication may have
· influenced the two participating hospitals' physician practices patterns; for example, no
measureable change in prescribing anti platelets at day two and discharge and in prescribing
anticoagulation with atrial fibrillation was detected at either site during the pre and post
intervention period. Physicians were already adherent to this practice and the national guidelines
may have been the reason for conformity. The Stroke Act of2009 legislated that all RI hospitals
participate in the AHA/ASA 's Get with the Guidelines (GWTG) stroke program. 31 •32 The Act
directed emergency medical service providers to bypass hospitals that were not stroke certified
and required all licensed hospital facilities to participate in the stroke program. This legislation
may have driven hospitals to participate in AHAIASA GWTG program for want of being
managing these patients, understanding that data sharing would be a part of the program as
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dictated by the Department of Health. External influences can be just as influential as internal
priorities in organizations changing their systems of care to improve care.

Conclusion
Providing immediate feedback, via the process of concurrent review, to the responsible
physician and responsible nurse while the patient remains hospitalized was demonstrated to be
an effective strategy as evidenced by positive change in stroke measures. Concurrent review
incorporated with other interventions such as educational material, use of opinion leaders, or face
to face interaction results in greater benefits.

12

Concurrent review is an intervention that can

make measureable difference in stroke measures and influence physician and nursing practices as
it relates to stroke care management. However, efforts to change physician and advanced nurse
practice regarding provider prescribing patterns must be targeted at specific behaviors, and must
· also distinguish between process and outcome measures. Changes in systems of care may be
more influential in impacting process measures such as adherence to standards of care for stroke
management. Improvement in outcome measures such as mortality, re-admission rates, or
hospital acquired conditions may be more difficult to attain.
With the use of technology and sophisticated medical management systems such as
mandatory orders pre-checked, computerized reminder systems have evolved and become
integrated into the delivery of care. The laborious task of providing feedback to licensed
independent practitioners and registered nurses will soon be available with a click of the mouse.
Information will be utilized at the time a clinical decision is made and automatic prompts will
flag the providers when a standard of care has not been met. With the advent of The 2009
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, that provides financial incentives for hospitals and
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eligible providers to demonstrate "meaningful use" of health information technology, hospitals
have improved how health data is captured and reported. Concurrent review as implemented in
the intervention site is a resource intensive process where daily reminders are given to clinicians
on ways to improve their stroke management. Although the study proved that the intervention
was effective in improving stroke measures having to do with prescribing medication and
delivery of stroke education, with the increased emphasis on technology, health care
organizations may utilize IT for helping to make improvemen ts in care by electronically sending
prompts to clinicians who have not met the standard of care.
Concurrent review is a quality improvement that offers an opportunity for hospitals to
maximize their reimburseme nt from CMS, since stroke measures are part of the core measure set
requirement for reporting. The resource intensive intervention used in this study may be difficult
to implement in some health care organizations, but when combined with the use of relevant
technology as well as incentives, concurrent review potentially offer the capacity to improve
stroke outcome measures.
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Table I
1.
2.
3.
4.

Stroke Quality Measures

Initial National Institute of Health Stroke Scale stroke scale completed
Documentation that dysphagia screening was conducted prior to PO intake
IV thrombolytic therapy administered for eligible patients
IV thrombolytic therapy given within 3 hours of arrival or 2 hours of last
known well
5. Documentation for not giving IV thrombolytic therapy within 3 hours
6. DVT/VTE prophylaxis initiated by end of day two or documented as
contraindicated
7. Statins prescribed at discharge or documented as contraindicated
8. Anti platelets administered by end of day two or documented as
contraindicated
9. Antiplatelets prescribed at discharge or documented as contraindicated
10. Patient has atrial fibrill ation or flutter history documented and was placed on
anticoagulants at discharge or documented as contraindicated
11 . Stroke education documented as provided to the patient and or family
regarding: risk factors, EMS, medications, stroke warnings, follow up after
d ischarge

Table II
Hospital and Patient Demographic Characteristics

Time Period

Beds
LOS
Annual
averaj!e
Mean age
Gender
Race/ethnicity

Illness
Severity
Insured

Sample size

Intervention
Site

Intervention
Site

Control Site

Control Site

PreIntervention

PostIntervention

No
intervention

No
intervention

June 2005May 2008
247
4.4 mean
448

June 2008May2010
247
5.6 mean
448

June 2005 May 2008
719
5.0 mean
947

June 2008May2010
719
4.7 mean
947

73
M-42%
F- 58%
W-83%
B- 8%
0-9%
2.3 mean

72
M-52%
F- 48%
W-90%
B-7%
0-3%
2.5 mean

68
M-51%
F-49%
W-82%
B-12%
0-6%
2.1 mean

69
M-52%
F- 48%
W-81%
B- 11%
0-8%
2.5 mean

Insured- 95%
Uninsured - 5%

Insured 98%
Uninsured 2%

Insured 92%
Uninsured 8%

Insured 95%
Uninsured 5%

85

89

84

93

Gender: M = male, F = female
Race: W =white; B = black; 0 = other (may include Hispanic, Native American, Pacific
Islander, Asian, South Asian)

Table III Comparison of Mean Scores of Stroke Quality Measures
Mann- Whitney Rank S um T est

(Pre)
(Post)
June 2005June 2008May 2008
May 2010
Intervention Site

(Pre)
June 2005May 2008

Stroke Measures

Mean

Mean

Dysphagia

1.8

Mean (significance of
difference between
time periods at the site)
1.1* (p=O.OO 1)

1.8

Mean (significance of
difference between
time periods at the site)
1.8 (p=0.579) NS

NIHSS

1.7

1.3* (p=0.001)

1.9

1.8 (p=0.1 83) NS

tP A administered

2.4

2.7* (p=0.014)

2.5

2.4 (p=0.452) NS

tP A administered
in 3 hours
C ontraindications
to tP A documented
Statio at D/C

2.4

2.7* (p=0.008)

2.5

2.4 (p=0.413) NS

1.5

1.2 * (p=0.027)

1.5

1.5 (p=0.867) NS

1.3

1.0* (p=O.O 10)

1.3

1.2 (p=0.059) NS

Antiplatelets at D/C

1.0

1.0 (p=0.503) NS

1.0

1.0 (p=0.339) NS

S troke Education

1.3

1.0• (p=O.OO 1)

1.6

1.6 (p=0.632) NS

Afib and on
anticoagulation
VT EIDVT by
hospital d ay 2
Antiplatelets by
hospita l d ay 2

2.5

2.4 (p=0.666) NS

2.5

2.5 (p=0.917) NS

1.4

1.1* (p=0.001)

1.2

1.2 (p=0.350) NS

1.1

1.0 (p=0.13 7) NS

1.2

1.1 (p=0.321) NS

Key
(*)=statisticall y significant improvement
NS = difference not statistically significant
NIHSS = NIH Stroke Scale
tPA = tissue plasminogen activator
DIC = discharge from hospital
Afib =atrial fibrillation
VTE/DVT = venous thrombotic embolism I deep vein thrombus

(Post)
June 2008May 2010
Control site

-------

